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tVOLUME 53

Florida Gator Accuses Rollins
iConservatory Begins Busy Year
lAKE DIM VIEW
Co-Ed of Being Muscle-Bound
By Performing for Sorosis Club,
Expensive. Troublesome At Game
Planning Trips and Electing Officers OFFOIUBE-MLLE
Marge Watson
The Conservatory lias now be:ome active for the college year.
The orjjanization is providing a
loncert program for the Florida
State Teacher's Association which
s holding its annual convention at
i'ampa on November 5 and 5. The
lollins string quartette, with Ed
Langley as baritone and Ken NewVurn as pianist, will provide the
•program. Dr. Honaas will speak
St the voice panel, and Mrs. Mary
,VeIson will speak at the piano
)^anel. Although plans are not
lomplete, the Chamber Arches
llans a concert fall term and will
ssist in the annual candlelight
Jhristmas service in the Chapel
?here will also be 13 senior reitals and seven junior recitals
luring the year.
t Membership of the choir is now
Complete. New and old choristers
ill be in regular vestments for
he next Sunday morning service.
)fFicers for the year include:
' President, Ed Rosevear; student
Jionductor, Ed Langley; librarian,
Robert McCue; assistant librarian,
lene Simmons; recording secreary, Catherine Sorey; and social
ccretary, Virginia Cheney.
The choir will begin rehearsing
Ihristmas music in preparation
jr the annual Christmas service
l/hich is the most important event
If the term. New choir students
Vludc:
' Soprano: Poris Campbell, Lee
JJibson, Catherine Johnston, Robin
glerrill, Gwen Rogers, Mary Wag"ler.
" Tenor: Frank Ledgerwood.
" Alto: Barbara Bower, Jimmie
pillard, Noel French, Betty Gar.ctt, Saretta Hill, Natalie Miller,
itlsie Shaw.
Baritone: Vincent Gehr, John
-,enz, Robert Ragsdale,
Oliver
Imith, Tow Warner.

student Councii
Holds Meeting

Pictured abo
a drive for u
port this dri

Campus Opinion Poll Reflects
Views on Coming National Election
'Opinions polled on campus to thi
Question; What is your opinion of
the coming November National
Election?
HARRY A. BALDWIN—ECON
S E N I O R ~ I think Dewey will win
MacCardell
Ed Roseveare, as leader of the He is the only man qualified, God
band, has just sent out an S.O.S, Bless him.
The band, Ed says, is in a tight R. W. ARBOGAST—ECON. JUNposition right now. With a lot of IOR—Dewey will win. The majorimportant home games coming up, ity vote will be split between Truthe band naturally wants to sound man and Wallace, although Dewey
has many proposals for better
and look its best.
They need new equipment and ment of our economic conditions
new uniforms, but the original he has not, as yet, provided any
$100 allotted them by the Student plans; only theoretical supposiCouncil has already been spent in tions of how the operations can
getting the band in the fine shape successfully and in the long run
help betterment of our being.
heard last Saturday.
DEAN
ENYART—DEAN
OJ
Now Ed is trying to get a fund
MEN—No doubt that Dewey will
started in which all persons inwin. I think that we will continue
terested in the band's welfare
to have a Republican Senate by
would contribute one dollar. Seva narrow margin, for this I thank
eral members of the AdministraGod! Its time for a change and I
tion Staff have started the ball
think that the Republicans will rid
rolling with generous checks.
us of some of this conrtolled econSo Ed asks that everybody who omey that we've been having.
wants a really good band at the JACKIE BULLOCK—PSYCHOLnext game get their contribution OGY JUNIOR—I think that Tom
in to the Rollins College Band as Dewey will win by a large maporsoon as possible.
ity—and if I were old enough to
vote he would be my man.
Pan-Hell Announce Rules SEET JUSTICE—ECON. JUNIOR—Dewey will be our next presFor Sorority Rushing
ident although Truman has been
According to Panhellenic rules, our best—He showed the people
of
the country that we didn't even
closed rushing is now in effect.
The rules are as follows: No sor- need one.
>rity girls are allowed with new J. E. STRIPLING—Advertising
students off campus; sorority
JUNIOR Our next president will
to Cloverleaf: be the SOUTHS leading States1 may go
students are not allowed in man and South Carolinas favorite
sorority housi
son J. Strom Thurman.
may sit with lew students in the I. AMANUT—LOWER DIVISION
(Center, and ^ alk with them to SENIOR TOMMY DEWEY WILL
Classes if the meeting is unplan- BE OUR "NEXT PRESIDENT,
led.
BESIPES BEING HANDSOME
These rules will be in effect at HIS MUSTASH TICKLES.
least until "ratting" is over. At
this time, the Panhellenic representives will meet and vote
1 the continuance of these rules.
Pledging will be announced
•ound the middle of November.

Band Conducts
Drive For Funds

There is little vision of the fuThe following drool appeared in
ture among German students tothis past week's Florida Gator, an
day, according to Betty Claire
otherwise very fine and reputable
Schmid, writing in the October iscollege publication. If the coed who
sue of Mademoiselle magazine.
was foolish enough to allow a
Many German students want to
grimy Gator her lithesome commigrate, she adds.
panionship will contact the SandRecently returned from a tour
spur, we feel sure that this crass
of German colleges and universiinsult to Rollins femininity can
ties, Miss Schmid reports that Gerbe reciprocated in kind.
man students are "tired; physicalAWKRIGHT IS EVIDENCE
ly and mentally. Most are even
OF ROLLINS TREACHERY
past the point of noticing the ruins
Student, Rendered Helpless by
as they walk through th§m every
Sultry Coed; Is Victim of
day of their lives."
Burly Classmate, Local Police
Currency reform has been hard
By Frank Hurley
on German students.
Part-time
While he adroitly snagged a still
Jobs and special meals have helpsmouldering cigarette butt, tossed
ed students finish out their terms.
recklessly aside by an opulent fraMany students, she reports, "give
ternity man, a bedraggled, tatterlipservice to foreign ideas, but just
ed Richard K. Awkright made a
with the hope of getting a CARE
momentous revelation.
package from someone."
"Never date a Rollins girl," he
The typical German youth toadvised, "not for a football game,
day, according to Miss Schmid,
Dr.
Holt
Seen
at
Head
of
Convocation
Procession
anyhow."
was disillusioned with the fall of
Nazism, and at first looked for
With that, Awkright retold a
something to replace it. "But behorrendous yarn beginning with
cause of conditions in Germany tohis apparent good fortune in seday and the uncertainty of the
curing a date for the Floridafuture, he is being driven back
Rollins game and ending with his
toward many of the Nazi ideas."
reduction to pauperism, a dented
German students have no sense
By Margy Mountcastle
Next on the agenda was Venice, skull, and a night in a local clink.
of responsibility toward World
Europe was crowded with many which Sid said was the most picShe was the typical Rollins coWar I, she reports. "This refusal wide-eyed Americans this summer, turesque city he saw. There is ed, a slinky, lovely creature exto accept responsibility is the and Rollins students were no ex- a constant ringing of bells and cept for the rippling stevedore bithing that embitters so many for- ceptions. June 17th was a big day chimes, because of the fact that ceps in her right arm, developed,
eigners.
for Rollins student, Sidney Lanier, every clock rings for 15 minutes Awkright explained, through ses"There still exists great hatred for that was the day that he on the hour, and practically every sions of swinging a tennis racket.
of the various nationalities among sailed for Europe on the Queen clock has a different time! The
An elderly woman interrupted
the Germans, and the feeling that Elizabeth, with Charles Boyer as Italian trains, however, were the the sad narrative as she passed the
they are taking up room, food and a fellow passenger. In only five most fun. Whether or not you tattered Awkright, slumped dedays, the Queen Elizabeth docked know anyone a t the stations, you jectedly against a wall. She handjobs."
Describing the French, one typ- at Cherbourg, France, where Sid- get a wonderful send-off! People ed him a nickel. "Buy a cup of
ical German student told her, "It's ney boarded a train for "Gay pile into the trains; if there isn't coffee," she advised.
really funny to see them coming Parie"!
"God bless you, m'am," Awkenough room to get in the doors,
In Paris, he was met by his they climb in the windows! The right said with genuine tears in
here as conquerors, as if they had
defeated us. At every opportunity hosts, M. and Mme. Martin du conductors have a hard time, as his eyes as he doffed his rat cap.
they have a parade, driving old, Gard; M. du Gard being a well everyone hates them, and it's not "I shall eat this evening."
wornout tanks which couldn't known political writer in Paris. unusual, Sid says, for them to be
"To continue," he said, "Brunharm anyone. The Germans have Their home was near the Eiffel thrown bodily from the train. Flor- hilde spent my next four subsisseen parades, and we know what Tower, of which Sid never tired. ence and Rome w^ere stepping tence checks largely by wolfing
they can be like."
Sid just couldn't say enough stones back to Paris. He said he down six steaks and eight desserts.
One German architect told Miss about Paris, the heart of Western was constantly homesick for Paris, Afterwards, we went to the game.
Schmid, "The system of education civilization. The Parisians are in- and for that matter, still is. He We sat in the section with the cash
in Germany has been greatly re- telligent, gay, charming people, saw many operas and plays there. customers."
sponsible for the lack of under- and he considers their fair city
Between mouthfuls of her fifstanding of human beings. The the most beautiful city in the
The time came for Sid to sail teenth hot dog and eighteenth
professor teaches facts, but he is world.
to London, which seemed much coke, Brunhilde looked up at Awkfar removed from his pupils and
After a short stay in Paris, Sid- smaller than he had imagined it right with hot, mascaraed eyes.
the application of his facts. I think ney journeyed to Holland and Bel- to be. He was much impressed
"Richard," she purred, "why
it's one of the reasons democracy gium, where he stayed with the with the underground railways. don't you root for Rollins?" This
is not understood here."
Baroness Van Boecop. Returning While there he lived in the midst was during the first quarter.
The whole setup in Germany is again to Paris, he saw Rollinsites of the theatre district. He saw
"Yea, Rollins," whooped Awkparadoxical, Miss Schmid reports. Peter Van Meter and Flip Staro- "Twelfth Night" at The Old Vic right, who now envisioned himself
"It all boils down to an attempt bin, graduates of last year.
Theatre. With but one dollar left as another Benedict Arnold.
Peter and Sid traveled to Switz- in his pocket, Sid sailed back to
to spread democracy with an oc"Whass that you shay, buddy?"
cupation army,* which is not by na- erland, and there they saw the America! All in all, after selling said a voice behind Awkright. The
ture a democratic procedure, to a Castle Chillon, where the famous items of personal clothing thruout voice belonged to a burly monster
people who have not been condi- Prisoner of Chillon stayed. After the summer, he spent $1,000 on his with a Florida button on his gravy
tioned either mentally or psycho- Switzerland came Geneva, where entire trip. Sid was very much spattered vest.
logically for thinking along demo- a three-day fete was in session. impressed with Europe; espeically
"Yea, Rollins."
Everyone wore masks. An exciting Paris: "Life is much slower over
cratic lines."
*'Shay, thass no way f'Florida
experience was a ride up a steep there, and'what is most important, man ta talk. Shuddup," he warned.
mountain on a ski lift. Sid said the people enjoy it. I t is a much
Awkright shut up.
the view was magnificent, but he
Brunhilde slithered
sinuously
richer life. The women are femwas rather happy to get back down
inine. Everything is not wrapped close to him, "Ritchie-witchie," she
again!
up in cellophane as it is here. . We pouted, "you're not rooting for RolIn Milan he was shown around Americans seem to be living in lins, honey lamb."
by an acrobat from Ringling Bros. constant hysteria."
Awkright opened his collar.
Circus. He was taken to II Duomo
In conclusion, Sid said that he "Yea, Rollins," he boomed.
Our German Club has been or- Cathedral, the second largest in would like very much to return to
Before the bottle wielded by the
ganized again. We are delighted the world! As Milan was pretty Paris next summer, after gradu- burly monster descended upon his
to see so many of you there, but well ruined from American bomb- ation, and study at the Sorbonne. cranium, Awkright discerned that
we would like to see more (women ers during the war, they weren't
If everything is as he says, he may it was not a milk bottle but that
in particular). We held an elec- too friendly to Americans.
it had contained a fluid said to be
have a lot of company!
tion for officers. It has been dealmost as popular.
cided that every term we will elect
The rest of the story is on the
Voting Notice
new ones. The officers elected Witherspoon II Joins
police blotter as the unconscious
were all day students, they are:
The Rollins "Family"
Several important amendments Awkright, reeking like a distillery,
President, Edwin Granberry, J r . ;
will be on the Florida Ballot next was whisked to the bastille by a
"Witherspoon,. II", Rollins
secretary, Shirley Merz; cashier,
lege's new mascot, made his debut Tuesday. AH Florida voters should local gendarme. Brunhilde, hotDavid Cramp.
last Saturday night at the Rollins- be informed on these amendments eyed, slinky Brunhilde, spent the
David Cramp barred the door Presbyterian game. "Witherspoon in order to vote intelligently—es- remainder of the evening and the
until everyone paid his dues. We II" is a full fledged goat, sex un- pecially those interested in educa- wee hours of the morning with the
planned on keeping it at the gen- known, and is the latest addition tion.
monster who bopped Awkright.
trous rate of 50c per term. ,
to the Rollins family. Like everyAs a service to Rollins, the Someone said they had a wonderOur first gathering will be held thing else around campus, he was League of Women Voters will have ful time.
Thursday, October 28, at 7:30 p.m. donated by a generous benefactor. a booth in the Student Center, on
"Just like I said," Awkright
in the French House. We would His boudoir is somewhere in the Friday, October 29, with sample groaned again, "never date a Rollike to see all those who are in- vicinity of Mr. Cartwright's office. ballots and full non-partisan in- lins dame. Not for a football
terested in German attend. Dr. When asked if he liked Rollins and formation.
game, anyhow."
Fischer hopes to provide us with the conference plan, he replied.
a movie. There will be other entertainment such as singing Gerin songs. Mr. Bernard Friedid is in charge of the program, Senior Class Meets
e thought if you're real good we To Choose Co-ordinator
might give you all some food—oh
The Rollins graduating class of
HEREAFTER, ALL MATERIAL FOR PAGES
that lovely word!!!! That's all 1949 held their organization meetfor now. Will be seeing you. Auf ing last Wednesday in the Annie
TWO AND THREE OF THE SANDSPUR IS TO BE
Wiedersehn.
IN THE SANDSPUR OFFICE AT THE ALUMNI
Russell Theatre. Due to the new

Sidney Lanier Relates Highlights

O f Summer Vacation Trip to Europe

^'
By Marge Watson
" Due to interference with classes
\ session, the juke box has been
noved to a distant corner. It is
Vpcd that this will facilitate less
'isturbance for all concerned. Also
'ecause of diminished help, it was
'.eccssary for the greatest efficienV to limit hot lunches to the hours
"i 11 to 2 p.m. It was announced,
owever, that the Center would
|,emain open until 10:30 p.m. from
row on. Cold sandwiches will be
erved at this time. Worthy ot
lotice is the reduction of uniced
oughnuts to 5c.
Homecoming plans were discussd at great length. It was sug[est<d that a queen be chosen and
oats
r e p r e senting
diif erent
roups be made to promote betsr attendance and school spirit.
Inns for a homecoming dance are
» the making under Parker Simpjn's supervision and Stetson will
B invited to attend.
Pean Cleveland asked that a
ooth l e erected in the Center on
riday for the League of Women
oter's. Sample ballots will be
PEW NEWS
rocured and information on variThe Chapel Committee
us amendments will me readily
and
nounced that all sor<
ttained.
fraternities may reserve pews for
Bill Goldrick
Dean Enyart offered to investi- each Sunday's Chapel Service Ly
iate probabilities and possibilities leaving their name with Miss
U.S.
|f remedying parking difficulties Adolfs in the Chapel office or by
Political news continued to grab
(Continued on Page 4)
contacting Jose de Uresti.
the spotlight this week. The presidential election date is November
2 so both candidates were still
campaigning furiously. Both Presdent Truman and Governor Dew^e\ were scheduled this -week to
make speeches in the heavily popilated cities of New York, Cleveland, Boston and Chicago. Howe\ei, put lie interest in many districts has changed to the close Senate races as Governor Dewey is
-itill expected to win - the presidency by a comfortable margin.
Foreign
In Paris a showdown is expected
this week over the Berlin crisis.
The third anniversary of the U.N.
: CORRECTION !
brought a blasting of the "obIn last week's Sandspur a report
•itructive tactics" of certain un- was published saying that Hall
identified nations by Secretary of Tennis was elected president of
State Marshall. Fireworks are ex- the Independent men. This was a
pected later this week as the Se- mistake. No election was held and
curity Council continues to dis- Joe Popeck is still the president
(Continued on page 4)
of the Independent men.

lerman Club
Re- organized

Deadline Notice

Sandspur deadline, we were unatle to get the results of the election but the purpose of the meeting was to elect a chaii-man to
coordinate all senior activities.
These include; the senior dance,
will, class day, honors day, etc.
Jack Redding was the chairman of
the senior class last year.

HOUSE BY SUNDAY NIGHT. THIS INCLUDES
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, EDITORIAL COPY,
FEATURE COLUMNS, CAMPUS KEYHOLER,
MOVIE AND PLAY REVIEWS, AND PROFILES.
PICTURES AND CUTS FOR ALL PAGES MUST
ALSO BE IN AT THIS TIME.
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SANDSPUR

Thundering Heard

PROFILES

The K E E L E R S

natter, November 14, 1925. at the post office at
act of March
CHAPTER V
killer a victim of mixed emotioj
To the Editor of
Subscription Price: By mail anywheri
I could find only twenty others to
2 weeks). $2.50 for two terms, or %\
Babyface Plans Revenge
Behind the bar stood Ape Moon?
The Sandspur:
go with me? I ask you, is this
A chilly October wind was whip- his leering face and bald head
I would like to make
a party school or not? If it is, I
ping up and down the crooked, horribly grotesque sight to behol
Publication Offic Fairbanks Avenue at Inte
Telephone 187 J tion: All those not adhering to wish the few who don't agree with
grimy streets of the New York The Ape waved a huge, hairy pj
the partying spirit of Rollins me could be dispensed with. They
Kdltorlal Board
Bowery as Babyface, the young in greeting to Babyface, who coij
should be done away with
are making my life miserable. I
fiend, fought his way towards the tell at a glance that the Ape •R^
CPCII Van Hoose ceived the following letter from suggest that something be done.
dilapidated, condemned, vermin- semi-boozed and had been hittii
Jim IHcMenei
my advisor and feel that I have
I
expect
you
to
publish
this
let»n>e McKfeth
ridden old tenement building whose the needle again. As Babyfacf
been disillusioned:
ter for I am proud to advocate
attic housed the Bowery's worst eyes roved round the smoke-fiUj
the extermination of the small
"Dear Dora,
nd I.*ad Udito'r
den
of iniquity, Talton's Bar and foul-smelling room, he at on
Above all else bring a raincoat, handful that do not uphold the
Grill. Babyface was attired in noted that the scummiest, most d
Jnck Mehlek three or four formals, a tennis tradition accredited to Rollins.
his huge, hajry, imported Egyptian praved and cruel gangsters in tl
Yours
truly,
racket, golf clubs, two to five bathcamel's hair coat, the one with country were assembled thej
Dora Fling
ing suits, dozens of shorts and
Robert Neuhaus
the ten dollar gold pieces for butnext to the pin-ball machin
play clothes, a radio, records, a
tons. On our young hero's head huddled together like vultup
car if possible, a deck of cards, and Dear Sir;
Stanley Rudd,
If she can sleep while an alarm was a smart-looking, immaculately picking over the earthly remaii
plenty of spending money. (If I
I have been robbed.
polished black derby, and in hi; of some recently departed creatuj
were you, I would prevail on my
Nor am I the only person to clock rings for 45 minutes and
hand Babyface carried his price^ sat Ed Copeland, The Last Chatu
father to give me not less than have suffered this crime recently. never know it; if she can attend
at least 3 morning classes while less gold-enameled yo-yo, the one Kid, and his two ace triggerme
seventy-five
a
month
as
an
allowThere
seem
to
be
a
few
"Center
Ren-rlte
he
had been presented for gradu- Gootz McKeithan, cheap secom
she
is
still
asleep;
if
she
begi
Joan Strahale, Jan Olson
John "Whitmii
ance). Also, be sure and have bums" who delight in dropping in
abeth Latimore, Ele
meeting with, "Come on to order ating with honors at the head of story man, and Toots Horch, oi
inough dresses in your wardrobe
ery once in a while and playing
J. Garrett, Betty Matthe
his
class "from
The
Milton
ya'll";
finally
if
she
swears
of the best strong-arm boys in t|
to enable you to wear a different
game of cards.
stack of mail order catalogues that Schwartz School of Crime back in business. Over at the far end i
one every day of the week with
Now, I know that there is nothCecil Van Hoose is God's gift to the prohibition era. As he climbed the bar stood Mush-head Mar^
plenty of others to spare; thi
g so heinous about this pastthe emancipation of females you the rickety stairs which led to downing a huge tumbler full [
many social functions that I time; I do it myself occasionally,
Gerry "Walke
are probably looking at none other Squint Talton and Ape Mooney's rot gut as if it were orange juic
most of the time you are required! But these select few take a fiendFeatures
place of business, Babyface heard
than Rollins' own "Magnolia",
Boyd, Bill Carmel, Mary Ann Pri
to change clothes three and four I ish ple&sure in using other peoMush-head was attired in a natt
ieiford Richards, Marty Rowsey,
This little bundle of Southern peels of fiendish giggling accom- Palm Beach suit, and under eat
times a day. The weekends over-1 pie's cards.
Hagan, Carol Grasky, Nancy Mor:
Merle Hodge;
drawl blew out of Chattanooga panied by the sound of clinking armpit protruded a huge bulj
flow with luscious affairs so you
They accomplish this neat and
Reporters
and into here three years ago and whiskey glasses and an occasional which could mean only one thing.
inexpensive trick by a minor form
Bobi n 'Merrill, Pat Roberi Sheila Kelly, Ralph Seidel, will need quite a few satins
Cnthia Carll. Nan
has spent her time since then in pistol shot or burst of sub-machine two
Crane. Meriel Riddle
long-barreled
.38
auto
of safe-cracking, namely, breaking
Hodffes, Bettie Merrell, Beverly Jean Hoffman, rgy
John Mountcastle,
E. Striplink, Merl<
Jam silks. Take my advice and c
a multitude of strenuous activities gun fire. Yes Sir—the boys were Around Mush-head clustered hi
Allen Sharpe, Marge Watson. Bob Elman, Claudia Marks, Dana Abbott. well prepared for the time of your into the mailboxes.
Upon
X>ixie Koos, Betty Lou Browning, Margy Mountcastle, Beverly Cotter,
little time for her really whooping it up!
boys—Meat-head
Lister,
Old
Bloo
life.
We
have
so
much
to
do
that
We
all
realize,
of
course,
that."^^^*^^
\
"
"
'
vill, Ed Granberry, Dick Knott, Randy Walker.
private life. As a sophomore she reaching the door to this hole of and Guts Barker, Punchy Pollal
we have to make it a policy n
the gentle art of cards must be
amazed us all by waking up long pestilence and sin, Babyface pulled
to study.
carried on. So I, having underand last but not least, Cueba
forth
from
his
shoulder
holster
a
enough to take a few well earned
Rhoda Knight. Richard Elli{
. Dllly. Carol Reed, Sylv
Hope to see you soon at dear gone this treatment several times
snub-nosed .38 police revolver Strickler. After a quick s
bows in "If the Show Fits".
this year and last, propose someold Rollins.
of the remaining scum
Trudy Van Hoose in "That Kid which he had taken from the ridJack Reardon, Marshall Sto'ne, Ann Marie
Pat Roberts, Patsy Creel
thing in the nature of a solution.
Sincerely,
room, Babyface strode through tli
Kidd" last year she chased Chap dled corpse of Officer Jim JohnMember
Why couldn't all card-owners,
Flossie Snoot."
room towards a small wooden doo
MacDonnell across the stage and son, who died in the line of duty
I followed Flossie's advice to the after wearing their pasteboards to
ftssociorted GDlle8iate Press
he'd still be running if "Mag" while courageously trying to stop at the far side of the room tha
letter and sent ray three trunks the required dish-rag condition,
hadn't had to stop to take up her Babyface and his mobsters from had "Private—Keep Out" stencil
Diuribulor of
weeks ahead of time, so eager was pool the decks in a common bi
duties as president of Alpha Phi kidnaping Handsome Art Swacker, ed on it^ surface. As our youn
I for the day when I would first available to all at any time? This
Gsllebiofe Digest
the child prodigy and heir to the hero reached for the knob,
and Panhellenic.
arrive. I had visions of a gala would save a lot of wear and tear
Swacker Baked Bean millions. Sat- parently bent on going with
In addition to her 3 hours prac- isfied as to the mechanical work- powerful hand grabbed him by th
mailboxes and also on t
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
•eception with trumpets and all,
tice each day as a music major ings of his rod, Babyface once shoulder, swung him around, an
pocket.
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many neeting rae at the station. I knew
"Mag" finds time to gander about again slipped it back into its hol- smote him cruelly in the teetl
Sincerely,
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name everyone would be raarvelous.
in the "VanHoose Blue Goose", a ster and strode briskly but cau- Babyface crumbled to the floo
imflies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a feer,
C. H. MacCardell
Since I have been here, howjointly owned terrible mistake of tiously through the rickety swing- with a low groan—a small streai
wonderjully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be ever, my life has not been entirely
the Plymouth company, more fond- ing doors. What met his sight
jound ufon investigation to be atnong the extraordinary qualities oj what I expected. My profssors
ear Editor:
of blue blood gushing out the coi
ly spoken of as an automobubble. left the blue-eyed, blonde young
the
Sandsfur.
1 literally to pile on the homeJust to remove the ambiguity
ner of his mouth.
So if you hear the girls of Alpha
work as if I didn't already have one of your stories last week, I
(to be continued)
Phi give out with: M with an A
enough to do. It has been with should like to point out that I
with an MAG, with an MAGNO;
It is not difficult to judge why our school spirit was slack the utmost difficulty that I have not conducting the new semina
last year and the year before. Can a man get excited over found time to arrange parties and social work. The course is being N with an O with a NOL, with a
the result of a football game after playing a game for in- thoroughly enjoy myself.
given jointly by Miss Ann Curt- NOLIA; "MAGNOLIA"; look a
finitely higher stakes? The answer is controlled by the I can always find someone to en- wright and Miss Frances James. little closer and you'll see "Mag'
holding her trusty truncheon over
individual, but it would seem perfectly feasible if he could tertain me but there are a few
Sincerely yours,
WALLACE
iced). It might prov
I to b(
their heads.
not.
people who do not seem to share
C. Wendell King
"Skook" Bailey
interesting.
This year brought a heavy influx of younger men, and the same feeling as I. A library DEAR STUDENTS,
Henry Wallace wants to put
last year saw the passing of the largest senior class in the is a place to meet new people and What the Hell are we going to ting and long, while the skirt dares an end to the "Cold War" bePolitical
history of the school. Together these add up to the fact converse, after all! And the do about the football situation? even the wearer to take large tween Russia and the other United
By Derek Dunn-Rankin
that we are returning to normalcy, with the recurrence of House, why there are a few odd Rollins is in a very sad state. strides.
Nations. Ever since Wallace's h
Before
you
go to the poll:
the "eager" college spirit. The college is slipping back ones who actually expect a person Its not the Coach's fault either. There were so many beautiful ter to Stalin, many have called h
into the hands of the younger students; naivety replaces to lower her voice or stop playing The team was well coached last outfits, at the Get Acquainted a Communist. In reply, Mr. Wal- Tuesday I should like to briefl
review Harry Truman's recor
sophistication, and everything is as it should be. College the radio. I wanted to cut all my Saturday at the Presbyterian Teas, this past week-end it
lace:
in office, mentioning a few of th
games do assume importance, and school spirit is rapidly classes Monday, and do you realize
(Continued on page 4)
more than difficult for one to
"I have never sought and do not more important issues of his pro
becoming something more than a subject for a burning edpick out their favorite, although welcome the support of any per
gram during the last two years
itorial.
uch girls as Jean Hagan looking or group committed to Commun- I hope that you will then tak
As proof of this movement, let us point out our shiny new
trim in a green and white silk ism or Fascism or any other for- a stand on these issues and voti
band, Witherspoon II, the bumper crop of cheerleaders and
print creation accented witl
eign ideology which would under- Democratic on Novembe:
the heavy attendance at out of town football games. Say
id low neckline, and Tiny Estes mine the American system of gov- If, however, you disagree witl
Deborah
what you will about lack of noise at the Presbyterian game;
displaying her charra in a "High ernment or the American system me, I hope you will exercise you
we are firmly convinced that the old Roily Colly spirit is Dear Deborah;
Note" gray silk gown, the skirt of free competitive enterprise and American heritage and cast a vot(
back with us to stay, and in welcoming it, we bow to our I have a problem—the rat hats
of which folded in tiny tucks private property." Many Commun- for the man of your choice,
Freshman class.
You lovely Rollins Coeds its running horizontally. Her long ists, however, do support him
are ruining my beauty. My head
On March 12, 1947, the Presiden
Viva Idealism!
resembles an egg from 8 a.m. to time to adjust your dimensions. chestnut brown tresses completed So do they support Dewey. Presipresented to Congress the TRU
The
new
slimmer
shoulder,
slim6 p.m. What shall I do?
dent Truman, until recently, had MAN DOCTRINE, advocating ai
the picture.
mer waisted, round hipped figure
Signed: A Worried Rat.
We could entitle this next piece many Communists working in
to Greece and Turkey; thus givinj
can no longer be classed as ar "It Only Happens When I Dance government. How about that,
Dear Worried Rat;
to the United States its f*rs
I sincerely suggest that you invention of the costom dressmak- With You" for I'm sure all the Rankin? "If the Communists want strong foreign policy since "T. R.'
er.
Take
it
or
leave
it
it's
the
new
to
support
n^e,"
said
Wallace,
wear the rat hat alluringly cocked
seniors hearts danced when they
and McKinley.
ideas
of
physical
beauty.
Let
us
over one eye; if this doesn't work
saw Carol (little one) Gradsky's "they must do it on my terms."
On November 17, 1947^
say just recast yourself in a new brown suede and alligator plat- Wallace is mainly supported by
Question of the week:
try it over both eyes.
mold. Speaking of recaisting' I form pumps. Weren't they Mag- the poor, and by those who are sage to Congress, the Presiden
year's crop of
What do you, as an upper-classman, think
Deborah
asked
for authority to ratioi
can't see where Judy Baker needs nificent? While we're on the sub- not happy with the present adfreshman and transfer women?
Dear Deborah;
scarce commodities, install prici
I have a Model T Ford; the boys any changes, especially while ex- ject of shoes—please take note of ministration and who feel that ceilings, and wage controli
Bill Gordon: Some of them have got it—and some of them haven't!
hibiting
her
gracious
lined
chamire always crowding around. Is
the variety on campus—they strole Dewey is not the man to correct addition he asked Congress to
Ken Fenderson: Utterly voluptuous!
pagne satin afternoon or even- from the Baby Dolls to ballet slip- it.
t the Model T or me?
extend and strengthen rent i
Jimmie Lister: Kinda flat!
ing suit. The jacket is close fit- pers and back to the sneakers.
Perplexed
Although "Fortune Poll," the trol. The fact that Congress
Eugene Simmons: I think they're enthusiastic!
3ear Perplexed:
"Christmas Night", may be the pre-election survey said t h a t Dew- fused him these anti-inflationarj
Fats Saylors: I think they need a little development—it's too early
If you look anything like the dog out on our dates. I resent the perfume that keeps suitors run,s leading by a margin of 44 measures should be rememberef
to tell.
Model T, don't sell it.
dog's passionate howls from the ning but so do the new styles, one per cent, the New York Times by everyone who has suffered frow
Dave Meifert: I think the little Rats are cute.
Deborah
back seat every time we kiss.
of which is the sporty plaid blouse stated that Dewey's popularity was high prices.
Anonymous: Who said they were women? Most of 'em ought to
Dear Deborah;
Desperate
and dark colored skirt. Noel
the decline along with those of
go back to high school for a little post-grad work,
On December 19, 1947, the PiI have a problem—I am fran- Dear Desperate;
French is one of these pioneers on Truman and Wallace. According dent came before Congress witl
Ed Granberry, Jr.: I think they all should be sent to Siberia to work
tically in love with two Rollins
I suggest that you try kissing campus.
to the Times, the only man whose the Marshall Plan Proposals. ^
in the salt mines.
men. They are both so typically the dog instead of the man.
A dramatic wool striped dress, votes remained constant is Thur- program of European foreign
C. Lawrence: They've all got something; but that something needs
Rollins that I cannot decide beDeborah
narrow as can be, in startling con- mond:
lief was enacted, and it has had thi
cultivation.
Plowing under?
tween them.
Dear Deborah;
trast to the fullness of last wintTo say the least, we have gained support of the American peoplf
Confused
I go to Rollins. I do not drink, er, is worn by very attractive some new viewpoints on our gov- since its inception.
Dear Confused;
eraoke, or chew; in fact, I have Martha Ladd. Anyone could stand ernment from Vlallace. May I
On February 2, 1948, the PresiFind out which one is easier to no vices. What shall I do ?
stripes like that.
CALENDAR
remind everyone to listen to him dent presented Congress with a
support.
Angelica
By for a while—I'll be seeing again on all national networks, program" of Civil Rights Reform
Deborah
Dear Angelica;
you.
Friday October 29 at 9:15 P.M., advocating such bitterly
Thursday, October 28
Dear Deborah;
Get lost!
Aure Voir
Sunday, October 31, at 7:00 P.M., points as a Federal law againsi
My boy-friend always takes his
Deborah
Bev Hanson
and Monday, November 1 (time
5:00—Pan-Hell Meeting—Chapel.
(Continued on page 4)
7:15—International Relations Club—Alumn . House.
7:30—Readings for "Stage Door" at Annie Russell Theatre.
7:00-8:15—Tertulia—Casa Iberia.

Politico's <^Pow W o w »

Love s Labor Lost

Fashion Flickers

Inquiring Reporter

Friday, October 29
9:30-4:30—Freshman Elections—Student Center.
Center for voting
11:00-2:00—League of Women Voters Booth open
information.
7:30—French Club—French House Meetings.
7:30—More readings for "Stage Door"—Annie Russell Theatre.
Sunday, October 31
7:30-9:30—Chapel Staff party in Center.
Monday, November 1
8:00—Sandspur meeting—Alumni House.
Tuesday, November 2
7:00—Pan American League—Casa Iberia.
7:30—Scientific Society Meeting—Alumni House.
Wednesday, November 3
B:00—Phi Beta pledging—Dyer Memorial,
7:15—International Relations Club—Chapel.
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CAMPUS KEYHOLER
Linda Ear
<Ed. ilote—Due to the tardiness
of several keyliole reporters, n(
grroup news, other than the foi
lowing, is available.)
The Pi Phis and their dates root
ing for Roily Colly at the game
last Saturday were: Carolyn Alfred and Johnny Fitzgerald, Bobbie Rawlings and Harry Hegler,
Corky Hall and Buddy Gooch, and
steadies Pat and Ed, Ellie and Gorden, Nitse and—what's
this?
Nitse was sitting alone at the
game! It seems that Jack has a
Press Job, and was sitting where
men of distinction sit, in the Press
Box. Van and Marge were there
with their Phi Delts Tuck and Tuck
respectively.
Cheerleaders Jolie
and M a r g y were t h e r e as
usual, escorted by ATO's- Jimmie
Milligan and Wayne Estey. Betty
Abbot Smith was there, too, with
her ATO! . . . In spite of the cold
weather prevailing S a t u r day,
Corky and Pat Warren were seen
with red faces from the Daytona
sun . . . Ellie and Gordon braved
the cold weather Sunday and sped
to the cool waters of the Atlantic
at Daytona.

been coming in constantly. Joan
Joerns is at Katherine Gibbs in
New York while Flip Starobin,
after a glorious summer in Europe, is at Columbia University.
Paula Shapiro is working in Philadelphia and before the New Year
arrives, she'll be Mrs. Char!
Schaefer. Julie Goodman is working in Chicago, while Ginny G
isco is in Morgan City, Louisiana,
for the fall term only—she'll be
back in January.
Those back are still talking of
their summer jobs — Pat Meyi
worked on the Fort Myers News
Press as the assistant society ed
itor, and loved it. Lynn Lahn went
to University of Connecticut su
mer school, and saw Cy Liberm
on week-ends. Cy, by the way,
at Boston University getting his
M.A. in public relations. J
Leonard traveled through Canada
while Jinx I worked for Yankee
and Mutual networks in Hartford.
Ann Lewis spent a wonderful two
weeks seeing Colorado and Wyoming, including the famed and
beautiful Yellowstone Park, bears
and all!
Last week welcomed Marion Miller back to school. Wisconsin U.
was "too cold and too big". It's
also nice to see Barbara Cavicchi
home from the infirmary after a
siege of the chicken-pox. Jinx II
Steele is "back in the old groove on
crutches". But it's for a short
time, we hope! Elaine Brackett
still out playing tennis. She
took part in the New England
tournaments and produced many
ups instead of explanations.
The sunburned faces are the reults of a Utopian week-end at the
Pelican. Joan and Tom, Marion
and Mac, Jinx I and Jug, Gail,
P. J., and "Miami", Betty and A.
P., Lois and Jerry, Montine, Edyth,
Connie, Terry, Ann Lewis, Elaine,
Ellie, and last but not least Lynn
without Cy.
We all wish to express our deepest sympathy to Harriett Terry
upon the loss of her mother.

wails and shrieks emitting from
Carnegie
Saturday
afternoon,
please rest in peace. T'was m
ly "Strangler" Wilson and "Hold
the Bag" Eddy, doing their home
work for Comparative Anatomy,
After noon "Beans", Saturday, the
two invaded Northwest Winter
Park and returned with two of the
healthiest looking cats that this
author has ever seen. Retiring to
the inerts of the Science Building,
they worked until long after midnight. The results, although hardly fit for naked eye or nose, should
net them a well earned "A".
Bock Smith, Sports Caster for
WLOF, has a 80% record for picking football games. His program,
aired every Friday evening at 7,
includes predictions for all the big
Saturday games.
Word has been received from
Loyd Faber that the icy blasts
are once more battering his stone
castle in "Cincy" and that he'll
soon be heading his battered Buick
Southward.
Alpha Phi Lambda was greatly
flattered to receive the Scholarship
Trophy. Heartiest thanks go to
Stan Rudd, Charles Robinson, and
Bob McCue for their many studious hours.

With the big task of pledging
now over, the Kooker crooks of
Lambda Chi have settled back
The Delta Chi boys finally tried
again to enjoy life, liberty, and
to organize a winning team. Two
the pursuit of women (fast runfreshmen are leading in the rener, that McMenemy). The new
organization.
Chuck Larson is
pledges are working their duties
showing his ability as an end and
on a 100 per cent volunteer -basis.
Dick Preu with plenty of speed
Tiger Franklin says, "Sweep that
behind him is showing his versafloor",
and "Knives" Peacock
tility. These boys, backed by Sam
shoves his toad sticker between
Burchers and Dave Larson, held
their third and fourth ribs, and
the strong X Club men to seven
they volunteer.
points in the first half. InexperiJim Anderson and Dave Meifort
ence began to show up and the X
have been seen reading love scenes
Club lead by Harvard Cox's passfrom Shakespeare at Robbie's lateing started a string of touchly. "Romer" Meifort wasn't availdowns. He showed that he still is
able for comment, but "Beatrice"
the running for the most valuAnderson says, "I can't help it if
e player award which he won
my voice is changing. I'm only
last year. Lyle Chambers, another
33 and % years old."
X Club man, couldn't be stopped
Our song dedication for the
when he started to rush and when
month is to C. Brakefield and J.
ran the blocking was so good
Mora . . . "Quick, Jeannie, Run inthat he ran twice for a score. Aftto tl)e Roundhouse . . . He Won't
ir the dust cleared away the score
Alpha
Phi
Lambda
Be Able to Corner TAJU There."
tood 25-0 with the X Club winning
To all those who may have been
Although the Alpha Phi pledges
n a blaze of glory.
weren't sent to the Launderette, disturbed by the cacophony of
they did look as if they had been
run through the ringer after an
invigorating
session of
"Hell
night" at the sorority house Saturday night.
They were flyin'
mighty high when it started, but
before it was over. Sis Shute stripped her gear, and Marilyn Walker,
Alys Oglesby, Lois Johnston, and
Rae Holden all had fprced landings, much to the delight of the
actives.
Marilyn Hoffman is soaring too,
but for a different reason . . . one
ON
Carl Jones is finally arriving for
a long winter stay. (At this time
Handled Mugs — Pottery and Crystal
•we pause for a moment of silence
while we "allah" three times facSmoker's Accessories
ing Kalamazoo, Mich.)
Glassware in Popular Sizes
Another cause for hoopin' and
hollerin' with a hallelujah finish is
Muddlers, Stirrers & Coasters
Jackie Bullock's new Ford convert. And then there's Magnolia
We have hundreds of carefully selected GIFTS which aro
and Cecil who are expecting their
usually found in metropolitan stores. You are welcome to
new Mercury setlan any day now.
brouse—we make no charge for gift wrapping and shipments
Wit and Wet
are made all over the world.
*
Better than the Louis-Walcott
fight was the exhibition put on by
Cherry Picker Smathers and Bill |
O'Hara last week. It seems t h a t '
they were having a water battle,
and Bob was getting the wet end
of the deal, so he dashed into the
O R L A N D O
O'Hara boudoir, threw on Bill's
gladdest rags, and dashed out
1115 East Colonial Drive
Near the Vogue Theatr
again just in time for Bill to soak
his own clothes with the next
bucketful of water.
This 'n' That
Sining's a fur piece away, but
Tennis Rover or Lace-tosaps are beginning to rise, for new
Ihe-Toe Champion
couples
are
already
getting'
steady; for instance, Bill Gordon
and Mary Jane Urban manage to
devote nine or ten hours of their
heavy schedules to sit on the front
porch together. And Dub Palmer
has taken a most unusual interest
in turtles since he's been paddlin'
Matilan home.
Candidate for
freshman prexy Dick Pope has
been campin' on Jackie .Bullock's
doorstep lately, and we could say
the same for Bob Smathers and
Cookie Swift.
Who is Tram's
new gal? Even Mrs. Brady wants
to know.

Rollins College

SIGMA NU FRATERNITY
CRESTS IN CORRECT COLORS
Fired on for Lasting Utility

t

•'Y HOUSE

R.C.BAKER

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
What lucky woman will be rushed
off her feet by suave Colonel Ed
Motch this week? He claims he's
in love, but who is she?
Corrin Capers
News of the old students and
alumnae around Corrin Hall has

2027ark Ave., S.

WHITE TURKEY
DRIVE IN
1911 N. Mills St.
CURB
SERVICE

VEREEN

AIR CONDITIONED
DINING ROOM

FOR

SANDSPUR

Wax Museum
Here we go,Cats, hold on
your wigs!
You are invited to the wedding
of two talents and a simultaneous
housewarming . . . to all of you
goes this traditional bouquet:
Something Old — Any Sinatraites left over from last year?
Give a listen, hey! "I've Got a
Crush on You" will revive that
high-school habit and make you
write home for those bobby sox.
Frank's relaxed rendition gilded by
the polite weavings of Bobby
Hackett's trumpet carves the more
commercial sobbings of the Moan,
the Groan . . , and the Velvet Frog.
Something New—"Every Day I
Love You Just a Little Bit More".
Frankly, Miss Stafford, every day
we love you just a little bit less.
Something Bori^owed — Danny
Kaye, abetted by the "ever-lovin'"
Sylvia, trips a fantastic toe, albeit
a light one, on the graves of Gilbert and Sullivan in a new Decca
album now on exhibition at the
Music Box, not the least of whose
attractions is the lovely Evelyn.
A surprise is reserved for those
who think they know Danny—and
for the G.&S. fans too. No matter what you decide we think you
will be with us in appreciating the
choice of rarely heard material in
this album.
Something Blue—We won't ask
you if you've heard "Everything
I Have is Yours" because if you
pass Chase Hall on your way to
Beans you have been assaulted by
Sarah Vaughn's full-bodied offer
of what she has . . . and that, m's . . . as any frosh can slosh . .
pul-lenty! As for your vocal
gymnastics, S.V., how glissando
Can You G e t ? ? ?
On this last line we'll hang our
close . .
Bill Barker and Jug Stang

M ovie

Breal<(
DreaKer

Jack F. Mehlek
"Apartment for Peggy"
Colony—Thurs., Fri., and Sat.
A plain, unpretentious keg of
dynamite will soon arrive in Winter Park. This formidable "pursuader" will be symbolized by a
very superior little movie, "Apartment for Peggy". From the quality of this show, thanks to the ef5 of writer and director, Geo.

THREE

HIPSTERICS
Put your fears to an end
By Magnolia
Bo you carry the -weight of the
world on your hips? Are you always present at functions "in a
big way"? Are you the butt of
everybody's jokes?
Then bear
with me while I pass on a cheerful
little earful about my past to help
you shape your future.
Years ago I became concerned
about my figure when a "friend"
dubbed me "Miss Avoirdupois Tissue of 1 9 . - " (let's just leave the
date out, shall we?) Of course
it was all in good humor (I think),
but I wasn't in such a good humor
at the time. Anyway, it was then
that I began going on diets. Since
then I have come to the conclusion
that diets are for those abounding

in energy only, for the weakest
weeks I ever spent were those spent
in dieting.
Highly Eggsaggerated
The first one was an egg diet . .
and I was guaranteed to look like
a mere shell when I got through.
And I did, but I also cracked up
like one under the strain. So to
give me strength, I turned to a
steak diet. As ashes turn to ashes,
dust to dust, so meat to meat . . .
and there I was back where I
started.
Now fruit has always been said
to be energizing and healthful, and
I began to visualize myself as a
slender young thing with a peachy
complexion. It all sounded too
good to be true . . . and it was.
Somehow or other I lost too much
in the wrong places, and not
enough in the right places, and I
ended up looking like "strange
fruit" with a figure like a pear and
a complexion like Mrs. Pruneface.
"If I didn't have to diet all the
time," I thought to myself, "I
would probably feel much better
and lose more in the long run."
And with this theory in mind, I
set out on a menu that called for
normal meals every day except
Thursday. On Thursdays I ate
peppermint candy and grapefruit
juice. It's remarkable what a psychological effect this can have; the
peppermint candy and grapefruit
juice are unbearable together, almost as bad alone, and they spoil
the taste of anything esle, so I
just didn't eat on Thursdays. After this one-day hunger strike, Friday's meals included enough for
three days and I gained like mad.
Milk and Funny

Seaton, one might surmise that
Hollywood can shed its conventional pin-striped suit and park
its convertible long enough to take
a lengthy, thoughtful walk into
the real America—the America it
so frequently fails to portray in
actuality. According to this film,
perhaps all youth of today are not
either giddy, carefree "bobby soxers", or pellucid pub perverts. In
"Apartment for Peggy" a real,
down-to -earth situation is depicted. A situation that is omnipresent in overcrowded colleges today
where G.I. student families live in
trailers ahd do things the hard
way.
Based on a tale by Faith Baldwin, this film tells a poignant story
of a G.I. College student, his conscientious wife, and a lonely, retired professor into whose life—
and attic—they enter. Because of
The skimmed milk and banana
this intrusion, the old man is rejuvenated, and inspired to new treatment came up as a last resort;
but as I began to take on the pallor
zeal.
As a matter of record, Jeanne of a banana and a posture just as
Crain is Peggy; William Holden bad, I decided that dieting was the
portrays Jason, her worried hus- wrong thing for me. My strength
band; and the Academy-Award was gone, but determination prewinner, Edmund Gwenn, the role vailed, and as I browsed through
magazines and saw other reducing
of the old professor.
methods, farther pastures grew
"The Fuller Bmush Man"
greener all the tirae.
Colony—Sun., Mon.
Now I'll admit I have always
s a house-to-house bristle
lor, some pretty
amazing looked like the hideous "before"
things happen to Red Skelton. In in those "before and after" adverthe process of trying to outsell tisements. I had never thought of
rival and win back his girl, sending off for any of those courses
Red goes around knocking on —but, after all, look what happenstrange doors, gets immersed in ed to the girls in those ads. What
murder, is mauled by mobst.ers, did I have to lose? PUL-LENTY!
and becomes entangled with four, So ofl' in the mail went my sublovely femmes.
^ ! sci-iption with a detailed account
of what a "well-rounded" person
Good for some giggles and quite ^
I was, and in no time at all came
few laughs.
I
the reply with my course all mapped out for me.

Twine's

There were folders on exercise,
make-up, diets called "Eat as a
Beauty Eats", and daily pep talks.
My every day was planned for the
next six weeks. The first day I
got up took my exercise, put on
my make-up, drank my orange
juice, took more exercises, changed
make-up, ate some lettuce and carrots, exercise time again, more lettuce and carrots, exercise, lettuce
and carrots, make-up, exercise, and
lettuce and carrots before going
to bed. After a few days of this,
I really began to feel beautiful
with the help of the daily pep
talks. The only thing that was
lacking was my conversation; all
I could mutter was, "What's up.
Doc?"
Assault with Battery
Following my recuperation under
doctor's orders, the well-knovm
light bulb appeared over my head
in an idea to take those electric
shock treatments that reduce scientifically. Every other day I went
to the studio to get recharged, and
every other day they gave me the
juice in a stronger dose. I didn't
mind the tingling sensation while
the current ran through my body,
but when my hair stood on end and
my legs began to flop in the air,
I figured my battery was overcharged, and it was time for another overhaul.
Arriving at the marvelous deduction that exercise is the best
remedy for that "ugly, unwanted
fat", I gave up hope along with
my strength and energy, gone long
since. But recently I heard of exercise machines that do the work
while the patient relaxes and reads
a magazine. They're really wonderful. There are some that require a reclining position . . . these
aren't very vigorous, and thus they
do the job more slowly. However
there is one that rolls the standing
patient up and down for half an
hour, and it creates quite an impression . . . did you ever put on
and take off a girdle continuously
for 30 minutes? Another machine
has a little belt that makes you
vibrate all over and feel extremely
like Jello.
So you really don't have to hibernate this winter, girls . . . you
too can wear those long pencilslim skirts and brag about the padding you have to wear on your
small-to-be- hips. If you hate to
diet, and you're too tired to exercise, just remember that this is the
machine age. Latch on to one of
these new machines, and let your
spare tire roll away on somebody
else's tread. It CAN be done!

COLLEOE

Winter Park Pharmacy

FASHIONS
BY

144 E. Park Ave.

Elmo's $2.00 AU-Weather Lotion
Special $1.00 plus tax

^^th Laurence
118 Park Ave. So.

Fairbanks Avenue Barber Shop
Winter Park's Newest and Most Modern Shop

GREETINGS.

Tavl
y i o r s Ph a r m a c y

SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN'S
HAIRCUTS

Store Phone 603
Quality
—
102 N. Park Ave.

Closest to the Campus

SURPLUS
PORTABLE MICROSCOPES

Service

Coionu.
WINTEB PARK - PHONB 45«

We offer a limited quantity of surplus portable microscopes
for sale. These are all new, in original cartons and cost
many times the price for which they are now being offered.
Specifications: Overall height 8 inches, turret with three different powers. Will accept auxiliary eyepiece for higher
powers desired. Fully adjustable on tiltback base. Optical
system: pitch polished lenses.
These portable microscopes are offered subject to prior sale
on the following terms: Price $9.00, includes shipping and
packing charges. Check or money order should be sent with
your order or $2.50 deposit, the microscope to be sent C.O.D.
for balance. Any check received after quantity has been
sold will be returned promptly.

GIBSON PAGE COMPANY, Inc.

FROSH

Motor Delivery
Courtesy
Winter Park, Fla.

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S
MOST BEAUTIFUL
THEATRE
AIR CONDITIONED
FOR YOUR COMFORT

NOW THRU SATURDAY
for PKGGV .'. . who bullflN youiif^ love's CliMtles-ln-the-Alr!
JEANNE CRAIN - WILLIAM HOLDEN

"APARTMENT FOR PEGGY"
In Techiiirolor — C«-SinrrliiK
Edmund Gween, the Santa Claus of "Miracle on 34th Street"
EXTRA — TOM & JERRY CARTOON
SUNDAY - MONDAY
With Red every knock's a boosi
. . . riBht out the front dooi
Only 200 laughs to a customer
RED SKELTO?)

Dealers in War Surplus
Rochester 2, N. Y.

—

"The Fuller Brushman"
Co-»tnrrliiB JANET BLAIR

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
The marvelous story of a scamp
MARGARET O'nUIEST

"BIG CITY"

I.OTTE LEHMAMV
of the Aletropolltaii Opera

PRESIDENT
(Paid Political Adv.)
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Presbyterian Tromps
Tired Tar Eleven 19-7
SHOWS POWER

liig John I'itzgerald gets off along one in the KA-X Club Contest.

Stundent Council—
(Continued from page 1)
encountered on Holt Avenue at
this time.
Friday will be voting time for
all freshmen. Elections will be
held in the Center from 9:30 until
4:30. It is sincerely hoped that
all freshmen will take advantage
of this opportunity to partake in
school activities.

Political "Pow Wow"—
(Continued from page 2)
lynching and the prohibition of
discrimination on interstate transportation facilities. He also asked
for sensible but less publicized
laws to increase the voting priileges. He suggested home rule
and suffrage for the residents of
the District of Columbia and
statehood for Alaska and the Hawaiian Islands.

LC-DC Game
Ends In Rout
On Wednesday afternoon at the
Sandspur Bowl, Lambda Chi beat
Delta Chi by the one-sided score
of 31-0. The score a t halftime
was 13-0. The game was very
even for.the first ten minutes with
the Delta Chi defense holding up
very well. However, the first score
of the game came when Sisson
connected with a pass to Brakefield after a long, steady touchdown march. The second touchdown came five minutes later when
Sisson again passed for a score,
this time to the speedy Don Cobb.
The second half opened with a
bang when Don Bobb returned a
long punt from Dave Larson 80
yards for a touchdown. This tricky
transfer twisted his way through
the whole Delta Chi team with
some excellent blocking by
teammates. From then on the tired
Delta Chis were no match for the
efficient Lambda Chis who seem
to be one of the most powerful
teams on the campus today.
Bill Goldrick

The Sigma Nus rolled over the
Independents on Thursday by the
one-sided score of 28 to 0. It was
the first game for the Independents and they showed a lack of
practice. The Sigma Nus were
very sluggish in this dull game.
On the second play of the game
the Sigma Nus scored after they
intercepted a pass and ran it for
a touchdown. Two more touchdowns were scored before the half
was over. Jimmy Lister of Sigma Nu was the best player on the
field at this time.
The second half was very slow.
The Sigma Nus seemed very content with their lead and they added
only one more touchdown against
a tired but very dogged Independent team. Les Boyd played a good
defensive game for the losers and
with a little more practice he
should develop into a very valuable
player.
Bill Goldrick

KA'S STREAK
SNAPPEO BY
SIGMA i 6-0
Witherspoon, II, shown making his debut at the Rollins-Presby
terian game. In all fairness to the team, it must be conceded that
Willy's lack of interest in football might be attributed to outside
causes, namely, our lovely lung-ladies.
It has been brought to our attention that Willy has a weakness
for Sandspurs. Witherspoon, II, we love you, but unless you shift
your affections to the Winter Park Herald, this campus just isn't
big enough for both of us.

COEDS IN SPORTS
By Nancy Morrison

ver since Dick Every started which Phyllis is hoping to take
ses here last spring, water part.
Dave Craig is now forming a
skiing has been a popular sport at
Rollins. This year the talented water skiing team at Miami called
water skiier, Phyllis Brettell, UMSKI, similar to the Rollins
should be a great asset to the new- team Dick Every has formed, and
ly organized girls' water skiing plans to compete against Rollins
next Spring. "Rollins just has to
team.
Phyllis, a freshman, is from Mi- beat UMSKI's team," says Phylami Beach where she began her lis.
If you have watched Dick Evwater skiing activities. Starting
only a year ago, Phyllis took from ery's water skiing classes, you
The undefeated Kappa Alphas Guy Scott at the Bruce-Parker may bave noticed Phyllis skiing
continued their march to Friday school in Miami Beach. By Christ- with ease on one ski while the
afternoon's
rendezvous
w i t h mas Phyllis was giving benefits rest of us struggled with two. She
Lambda Chi by downing Harvard and exhibitions for sightseeing also takes off one ski while in
Cox and his seven tired old men boats. A few days before the Or- action, holds it over her shoulder
from the X Club 14 to 0. This was ange Bowl game last New Years, and holds the toe-bar with one
a closer game than the score she skiied in the Orange Bowl Re- foot at the same time. That takes
balance! At Miami, Phyllis has
shows as not one, not two, but gatta.
jumped on two skis, but not as yet
three of Harvard's passes were
Last summer, Phyllis skiied with
dropped at crucial points in the Dave Craig, who started a ski
Here at Rollins, Phyllis wants
game. Both teams showed fine school at the University of Miami.
offensive and defensive ball but Since she was not a student at the to learn to ski without skis, to
were unable to make a steady University of Miami, she was made ski backwards, and to improve her
drive down the field. However, the an honorary member of the water single-foot skiing. Phyllis says,
club showed signs of coming to skiing club there. At Miami's "I just can't get enough water skilife and it's quite possible that homecoming game next month the ing because it's so exciting. It's
they will make things rough for ski club will have a ski float in new and different, and it's a sport
that grows on you once you start."
everyone the second time around.
J. McMenemy

KA HOLDS XCLUB
SCORELESS IN
KICKERS DUEL

I believe Harry Truman has
grown tremendously in office; I
feel that he has had a respect for
the office of President of the United States, always remembering
that he is the servant of the American people. I think he has shown News In Brief—
himself to be a man of courage,
(Continued from page 1)
honest bluntness, and idealism
cuss the "neutral plan" of nations
tempered with common sense,
believe he can and will continue who are not directly concerned
with the Berlin situation.
to make us a good president.
Local
DDR
The Southern Bell Telephone
which serves most of Florida as
OPEN LETTER TO OUR FU well as Orlando and Winter Park
TURE PRESIDENT
asked for permission from the
Predictions
The people have spoken. The State to raise its rates by 9%. The
Clemson over B. C. by six points
North Carolina over Tennessee
White House is now yours, an reason for the increase is increased Thundering Heard—
individual's responsibility for the costs and the desire to render a
Harvard i
Holy Cross by by ten.
(Continued from page 2)
Oregon over St. Mary's by ninefuture, to uphold the choice of more efficient service. Students
three.
teen.
millions of Americans. Po not at Rollins will be directly affected game, but, Oh! that line. What
Rutgers o^
Brown by six.
Ohio State over Northwestern
make it a political responsibility. by a small increased toll on calls a sieve. They certainly let the
Princeton
er Virginia by
in a close tilt.
You and your Congress can carry within the State.
back-field and the students down.
Long Shot Specials
this great land of ours through to
There happens to be better materiSports
Yale over Dartmouth by an exT.C.U. over Baylor.
a sound peace abroad and to don the intra-mural teams. The
The Rose Bowl principals should
Mississippi State over Tulane.
mestic tranquility at home. Your be identified this week-end after varsity is good but very lazy, or tra point.
Penn State over Colgate by
aggressiveness must not fade in the gridiron dust has cleared. The didn't they want to get those pretColumbia over Cornell.
plenty.
the least, but transfer the political Golden Bears of the University of ty white uniforms dirty.
Illinois over Michigan (I'll be
Georgia Tech over Duke by six. amazed, too.)
aggressiveness to individual out- California seem to be the best bet
jme of the players expended
look, to foster a better land for for the Rose Bowl but their mide as much energy in afterfree peoples throughout the world. western rivals present a problem. game capers than they did all
You are the leader, backed by 48 Perhaps this Saturday's game be- through the tea-dance.
sates and posessions to be 4)re- tween Ohio State and NorthwestDisgustingly yours.
pared to undertake new obligaRAH! RAH! Boys
will decide it. Michigan, last
tions and responsibilities in the year's winners, and one of the na- DEAR EDITOR:
community of nations, to join in tion's outstanding teams this year,
The rushing of sororties is about
preserving peace and sound gov- cannot compete because- of a con- to begin, 74 freshmen and about
ernment. The country has in the ference rule against repeat perWill Receive Expert Care by Us
transfers or a total of 114
past 16 years spent our way out formances.
girls.
of depressions and through a war.
We
have
just employed an expert spotter—Graduate
I think it would only be proper
You cannot cancel the drastic rer the Panhellenic Council to get
of National Dry Cleaners Institute
sults of this spending overnight, Mrs. Paine Featured
list of the number of legacies,
but give us new efficiency in govle number of other girls that can
In "Look Apples"
ernment, and a determined effort
WE DO BERLOU GUARANTEED MOTHPROOFbe taken and let us know how
to chop away the roots of inflation,
Mrs. Ni alie Wales Paine is many cannot be taken this year,
ING — GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS
and not by police state O.P.A. featured ir "LOOK Applauds" ir
iris are very sensitive and so
methods which have proven their the Octote 26 issue of LOOK many are counting on getting in a
inadequacy in the past. To the Mrs. Paine who received her hon- sorority yet more thai) half of the
world outlook, it is also a ne- orary degn ! of Doctor of Human- present number will be left out.
cessity to clear the world's ap- ities from Rollins College:
the
3t's not have a bunch of bawlprehension concerning the United founder and President of Ci
ing girls this year, by preparing
States. Your ability to use sound Cause, Inc. Through the Common
m for their slim chances. Let
judgement and take advice, will Cause, Inc., she got a writ of
know what the possibilities are.
140 W. Fairbanks
be welcomed. Many may think your habeas corpus for Mrs. Kasenkina,
A new transfer.
leadership a cold and hard efONE BLOCK FROM COLLEGE
kidnapped Russian schoolfeciency, but we havt- learned teacher.
To the Student Body:
(Between A & P and Piggly Wiggly Stores)
a lesson, this will bring results;
Irs. Paine has achieved fame
As a self-appointed committee
Whereas coaxing and back-slapfounding Bundles for Britain. of one, I would like to urge each
ping have brought only confusion After that, she distinguished her- and every one of you to participate
in the past.
as Director of Women's Ac- in the current Rat Week in the
America has a free, bright out- tivities for the New York Times. spirit in which it is being offered.
MECHANICAL WORK
A majority of the Student Counlook, a hope for the world. The
cil voted for ratting if it could
power you and congres have, must
COWARD ANNOUNCES
FRAME AND FRONT END ALIGNMENT
grow with the deep awareness of
r. Coward of the Atlantic be controlled by the Rat Court.
Ratting can be a nice comical
TOPS — UPHOLSTERING
the diverse problems of our many Coast Line urges all students to
regions and our many groups. make train reservations as soon thing and will be fondly rememSEAT COVERS
—
PAINTING
Unity is the key to success, and
possible in order that adequate bered by all concerned—if you play
your sincerity will solidify that space may be reserved for the the game according to the rules.
unity. The gluttons of privilege Christmas vacation. The ChristWe've got the rules. Let's all
must go.
vacation begins at noon on follow them and make Ratting a
With your faith in America and Friday, December 17. Classes for
1280 ORANGE AVE.
WINTER PARK
Art Swacker,
your fellow citizens, we will en- the Winter Term begin at 8:30 a.m.
Pres., Student Assn.
force once again justice at home Tuesday, January 4.
and abroad. Mr. President, take
America's power and good will;
Box 119, RFD 1
Maitland, Florida
use them to the best of your ability. I know your levelheadedness
and loyalty will not fail, but put
REMEMBER
our country on a basis of respect
PEOPLE
the world over.
FULL COURSE STEAK A N D CHICKEN DINNERS
CAN'T BE WRONG
The blessings of the nation are
Catering to Fraternity and Sorority Banquets
on you and your colleagues. Keep
VEREEN
B a r - B - Q u e s P r e p a r e d for
COCKTAIL LOUNGE — BAR
faith in God, and rest assured your
ROLLINS STUDENTS
S a n f o r d - O r l a n d o H i g h w a y 17-92
sound and honest judgements on
F r e e of C h a r g e
FOR
FROSH
PRES.
critical problems will be fulfilA n A t m o s p h e r e of R e f i n e m e n t
led and aided to make this a better
E. P. WARD
For Reservations
(Paid Political Adv.)
world to live in.
i
Owner-Manager
Phone 9174-J, Winter Park
Bill Bazley
'

Your Dry Cleaning

E X T R A !
The KA's two-year supremacy of
intramural football came to, rough
halt Tuesday afternoon when
Sigma Nus playing their best
game since before the war years
handed the champions a 6-0 defeat.
Definitely " u p " for this game the
victors tossed everything they had
into the fray, intercepting passes
with awesome regularity.
KAs received and quickly pushed
the ball to the Sigma Nu 8-yard
line but Parker Simpson intercepted to halt the threat. Moments
later Oscar Cashwell snared Lister's pass over Talton's outstretched arms and streaked for the only
score in the ball game. This throws
the losers into a two way tie with
the Sigma Nus and moves the
Lambda Chis, who are undefeated
and unscored on, into first place.
KA plays the Lambda Chis Friday
afternoon in what promises to be
another thrilling ball game.

Student Fellowship
Plans Announced

Ward's Holiday Inn

51,000

Roper's Grill

As far as the spectators, Eollins
fans, and possibly the Rollins players themselves, it was the lousiest
football game ever played by a
Rollins football team.
What this writer and maybe you
too would like to know is what is
going to happen when they play ,
someone really good like Ohio
Wesleyan or the University of
Delaware.
PAN HELLENIC TEA
Invitations have been issued to
the Central Florida Panhellenic
membership tea to be held Saturday, October 30th, from 3:30 to
'clock a t the Hearthstone, 800
Interlachen Avenue, Winter
Park.
Members of Kappa Kappa Gamma Alumni Association will be
hostesses. All members of all sorities are cordially invited to
attend.

The Student Fellowship will hold
its second meeting Wednesday evening, October 27, at 7:30. I t will
held in the educational building of the Congregational Christian Church in Winter Park.
Though the meeting is primarily
intended for Congregational, Presbyterian and Christian students,
all interested are invited to attend.
The program will include worship,
discussion, and a social hour with
refreshments. Members will disIt's all right to drink like a fish
cuss plans for student suppers in
Provided you drink what the fish
the near future.

Some girls will scream murder
Drink is a poor substitute for
It the sight of a mouse—and go love. If you don't love anyone,
•ight out and climb into
auto- try doing something for someone
mobile with a wolf.
and you will. (Clipsheet)

The Pioneer Cleaners of Winter Park

UNIVERSAL CLEANERS
A Particular Place for Particular People
121 West Park Ave.
Phone 197
Free Parking on West P a r k Ave.

ROY AND ERMA SAY—

"MEET ME AT THE TEPEE"
DANCING

lEPEE CLUB

Reliable Cleaners. Inc.

STATE AUTO BODY WORKS

J. McMenemy
It's a shame that Calvin Peacock, who has given his all for the
Rollins College football
team,
should have had the dubious honor
of captaining that same team the
night they didn't give a damn.
For the benefit of those who did
not see the pathetic performance
delivered by our boys, the game
ended 19 to 7 with Rollins on the
short end.
For the first five minutes it
looked like that Rollins was out
to win this one for Cal as they
recovered a fumble and marched
to their only score but actually it
was all Calvin himself running and
charging through the Presbyterian
line. From that point the team
took on an air of nonchalant waltzing back and forth on the dancing
floor, pardon me, I mean football
field. While the Presbyterian Blue
Stockings ran for their three
touchdowns, the flrst on a brilliant
return of kickoff by Gooch, the
second on 30 yards pass, and the
third on a buck from the 1-yard
line.

947 ORANGE AVENUE

PHONE 1102

WINTER PARK

THOSE PECAN WAFFLES AT

Warren's Waffle Shop
ARE

SWELL

O n H i g h j v a y 17 & 192 F i v e M i l e s N o r t h o f
R o l l i n s College

DON RIDDLE; JR.
REG. REAL ESTATE BROKER
Rollins Class of 1949
450 Clarendon Ave.
Telephone 392-R

Winter Park, Florida

